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ABSTRACT

Imprecise data exist in databases due to their unavailability or data�schema incompat�
ibilities in a multidatabase system� The notion of partial values has been employed for
representing imprecise data� Manipulation of partial values is therefore needed for process�
ing queries involving imprecise data� In this paper� we study the problem of eliminating
redundant partial values which may result from a projection on an attribute with partial
values� The redundancy of partial values is de�ned through the interpretation of a set of
partial values� This problem is equivalent to searching a minimal semantically�equivalent
subset of a set of partial values� A semantically�equivalent subset contains exactly the
same information as the original set� We derive a set of useful properties and apply a
graph matching technique to develop an e�cient algorithm for searching such a minimal
subset and therefore eliminating redundant partial values� By this process� we not only
provide a concise answer to the user� but also reduce the communication cost when partial
values are requested to be transmitted from one site to another site in a distributed envi�
ronment� Moreover� further manipulation of the partial values can be simpli�ed� Finally�
this work is also extended for the case of multi�attribute projections�
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� Introduction

Handling imprecise data in database systems is an important work for re�ecting the real

world phenomenon� Null values were originally adopted to represent the meaning of �val�

ues unknown at present� in database systems� Codd ��� pioneers the work on extended

relational algebra to manipulate null values� From then on� incomplete information in

relational databases have been extensively studied ������������������������ The update se�

mantics with null values in relational databases have been discussed in ������� Besides�

the relationship between null values and functional dependencies has been studied in

���������������� Codd ����
� distinguishes null values into applicable and inapplicable null

values� An inapplicable null value is used to denote the case that an attribute is not ap�

plicable to a given object� For example� if Mary has not married yet� then Mary�s spouse

can be recorded as an inapplicable null value� For a concise review of handling null values

by algebraic approaches� refer to �����

The concept of applicable null values has been generalized to the concept of partial

values by Grant ����� Instead of being treated as an atomic value� an attribute value in a

table is considered as a nonempty subset of the corresponding domain� A partial value in

Grant ���� is represented as an interval such that exactly one of the values in the interval

is the �true� value of the partial value� In our work� however� a partial value is considered

to correspond to a �nite set of possible values such that exactly one of the values in

that set is the �true� value of the partial value� Therefore� an applicable null value is a

partial value which corresponds to the whole domain of the corresponding attribute� For

example� if we do not know Mary�s age then Mary�s age can be recorded as an applicable

null value� which can be regarded as a partial value ��� � �� ��� if the domain of age is

f�� � �� ��g� However� if we know Mary�s age is either �� or ��� then it can be recorded

as a partial value ���� ���� In ����� Lipski presents a general discussion for manipulating

imprecise information including partial values� Besides� we discuss the implementation of

a division operation over partial values in ��� and study some aggregate operations over

partial values in �����

In addition to incomplete data manipulation� partial values are also important in re�
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solving the semantic discrepancies in multidatabase systems� For example� DeMichiel ���

employs partial values for resolving domain mismatch problems in multidatabase systems�

and proposes an algebraic approach for operating on partial values� In DeMichiel�s ap�

proach� data imprecision comes from data incompatibilities in a multidatabase system�

For example� suppose we want to integrate the following relations located in di�erent sites

in a multidatabase system�

CS	Researchers

name specialty age

Frank DB ��
Jesse AI �
Annie SE ��

Site �

Taiwan	Scientists

name specialty age

Frank CS ��
Jesse CS �
Andy CS ��

Site �

Assuming that Computer Science �CS� consists of three subareas� i�e�� database �DB��

arti�cial intelligence �AI�� and software engineering �SE�� we can use partial values to

resolve the mismatched domain� specialty� That is� the relation Taiwan	Scientists can

be transformed into

Taiwan	Scientists�

name specialty age

Frank �DB� AI� SE� ��
Jesse �DB� AI� SE� �
Andy �DB� AI� SE� ��

We can now �integrate� CS	Researchers and Taiwan	Scientists� into the following

relation Taiwan	CS	Scientists for global multidatabase queries�

Taiwan	CS	Scientists

name specialty age

Frank DB ��
Jesse AI �
Annie SE ��
Andy �DB� AI� SE� ��

We further generalize the concept of partial values into probabilistic partial values ����

for resolving more interoperability problems� and for joining relations on incompatible keys

���� in multidatabase systems�

In this paper� we study the problem of eliminating redundant partial values which

may result from a projection on an attribute with partial values� The redundancy of
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partial values is de�ned through the interpretation of a set of partial values� This prob�

lem is equivalent to searching a minimal semantically�equivalent subset of a set of partial

values� A semantically�equivalent subset contains exactly the same information as the

original set� We derive a set of useful properties and apply a graph matching technique

to develop an e�cient algorithm for searching such a minimal subset and therefore elim�

inating redundant partial values�

The motivation of this work is as follows� When a non�key attribute is projected�

the set of values in that attribute will be obtained� For example� consider the following

relation� Employees�

Employees

� � � salary � � �

�k
� �k �
� ��k �
� �k �

��k

If we issue the command �salary�Employees�� then the answer is

�salary�Employees�
salary

�k
��k
�k

This answer shows that the salaries of the employees are �k� ��k� and �k� Note that

duplicate values have been eliminated� However� when partial values are allowed to appear

in the projected attribute� how can we determine redundant partial values such that they

can be eliminated� For example� let the relation Employees contain partial values in

attribute salary as follows�

Employees

� � � salary � � �

�k
� �k �
� ��k� �k� �
� ��k� ��k� �

��k� ��k�

�



If we issue the command �salary�Employees�� according to our algorithm to be intro�

duced� the answer can be one of the followings�

�salary�Employees�
salary

�k
�k

��k� ��k�

�salary�Employees�
salary

�k
�k

��k� ��k�

We will claim that these two answers contain the same information as the original attribute

salary� More precisely� since they each correspond to the following two possible sets of

de�nite data �exactly one of the sets is correct�� and so does the original attribute� they

are both semantically�equivalent to the original attribute�

�salary�Employees�
salary

�k
�k

�salary�Employees�
salary

�k
�k
��k

This elimination process has not been studied in previous works concerning partial

values� By this process� we provide a concise answer to the user� Besides� it reduces the

communication cost when data are requested to be transmitted from one site to another

site in a distributed environment� That is� our work can be employed for the query

optimization in a distributed database system� Moreover� further manipulation of the

partial values can be simpli�ed� For example� the processing of an operation involving

sets of partial values with redundancies will be cumbersome�

This paper is organized as follows� In Section �� basic concepts and some de�nitions

are stated� In Section �� we �rst sketch our approach� then elaborate on the properties of

a set of partial values� The algorithm developed for eliminating redundant partial values

is presented in Section �� Section � provides a generalization of this work for the case of

multi�attribute projections� Finally� we conclude and discuss our relevant work in Section

��

� Basic Concepts and De�nitions

Partial values model data imprecision in databases in the sense that� for an imprecise

datum� its true value can be restricted in a speci�c set of possible values ��� or an interval
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of values ����� In our work� a partial value is represented by a set of possible values� in

which exactly one of the value is true� This kind of partial values are also known as

disjunctive data in ����� It is formally de�ned as follows�

Definition ��� A partial value� denoted � � �a�� a�� � � � � an�� associates with n possible

values� a�� a�� � � � � an� n � �� of the same domain� in which exactly one of the values in �

is the �true� value of ��

For a partial value � � �a�� a�� � � � � an�� a function � is de�ned on it by DeMichiel ����

where � maps the partial value to its corresponding �nite set of possible values� that is�

���� � fa�� a�� � � � � ang� Notice that an applicable null value ���� �� can be considered as

a partial value with ���� � D� where D is the whole domain� In the following� we will

use � and ���� interchangeably when it does not cause confusion� For example� v � � if

v � �����

The cardinality of a partial value � is de�ned as j ���� j by ���� When the cardinality

of a partial value equals to �� i�e�� there exists only one possible value� say d� in the partial

value� then the partial value �d� actually corresponds to the de�nite value d� On the other

hand� a de�nite value d can be represented as a partial value �d�� Besides� a partial value

with cardinality greater than � is referred to as a proper partial value in ����

For any two proper partial values� say �� and ��� �� �� �� even if ����� � ������ This

is because the true value of �� may not be the same as the true value of ���

Definition ��� If the proper partial values� ��� ��� � � � � �k� k � �� are elements of a set of

partial values� 	� and ����� � ����� � � � � � ���k�� then we say ��� ��� � � � � �i��� �i��� � � � � �k

are quasi�duplicates of �i� � � i � k�

By De�nition ���� if 	 � f

��z �� �
�a� b��

��z �� �
�a� b�g then �� is a quasi�duplicate of ��� and vice versa�

Definition ��� An interpretation� � � �a�� a�� � � � � am�� of a set of partial values� 	 �

f��� ��� � � � � �mg� is an assignment of values from 	 such that ai � �i� � � i � m�

By De�nition ���� for a set of partial values 	 � f��� ��� � � � � �mg� ��� ��� � � � � �m is the

set of all interpretations of 	�
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Definition ��� For an interpretation � � �a�� a�� � � � � am� of a set of partial values

	 � f��� ��� � � � � �mg� the value set of � is denoted S� �
S
��i�mfaig�

Definition ��� For all interpretations� �j� � � j � p� p �j �� j � j �� j � � � � � j �m j�

of a set of partial values 	 � f��� ��� � � � � �mg� the family of value sets of 	 is denoted

F�	� �
S
��j�pfS�jg� If 	 � � then de�ne F�	� � ��

F�	� is a mapping for characterizing the information content of a set of partial values

in terms of the various de�nite sets it represents� By this� we have the following de�nition�

Definition ��
 For a set of partial values 	 � f��� ��� � � � � �mg if we have F�	 � �	� �

F�	� for some �	 � 	� then those partial values in �	 are said to be redundant in 	 with

respect to 	 � �	�

Example ��� Suppose there is a set of partial values 	 � f

��z���
�a� �

��z���
�b� �

��z �� �
�a� b�g� then there

are two interpretations� �� � �a� b� a� and �� � �a� b� b�� and the value sets of �� and ��

are S�� � fag 	 fbg 	 fag � fa� bg and S�� � fag 	 fbg 	 fbg � fa� bg� Therefore� the

family of value sets of 	 is

F�	� � fS��g 	 fS��g � ffa� bgg 	 ffa� bgg � ffa� bgg�

�� � �a� b� is redundant in 	 with respect to 	 � f��g � f

��z���
�a� �

��z���
�b� g� for we have F�	 �

f��g� � F�	�� �

Note that� in Example ���� if we delete �� �respectively� ��� instead of �� from 	� then

the value set fbg �respectively� fag�� which does not belong to F�	�� will be derived in

F�	 � f��g� �respectively� F�	 � f��g���

Definition ��� A partial value � in a set 	 is necessary in 	 if the deletion of � from

	 makes F�	 � f�g� �� F�	��

In Example ���� �� and �� are necessary in 	�

In this paper� we derive properties of a set of partial values� 	� and develop a poly�

nomial time algorithm to �nd a minimal subset of 	� 	��� such that F�	��� � F�	��

�



We call 	�� a minimal su�cient subset of 	� since 	�� is su�cient to generate exactly

the same family of value sets of 	� Therefore� 	�� and 	 are semantically�equivalent�

That is� 	� � 	 � 	�� is redundant in 	 with respect to 	��� For a set of par�

tial values 	� the minimal su�cient subset of 	 may not be unique� For example�

suppose 	 � f�a�� �a� b�� �b� c�� �a� c�g� There are two minimal su�cient subsets of 	�

namely 	��
� and 	��

� � where 	��
� � f�a�� �a� b�� �b� c�g and 	��

� � f�a�� �b� c�� �a� c�g� because

F�	� � F�	��
� � � F�	��

� � � ffa� bg� fa� cg� fa� b� cgg�

� Our Approach for Eliminating Redundant Partial

Values

As we have de�ned in De�nition ���� the computational complexity of F�	� is exponential�

Therefore� a brute force method to compute 	�� is also exponential� In the following� we

develop a polynomial time algorithm to compute 	�� based on some properties�

Our approach can be sketched as follows� We start with �nding some necessary ele�

ments in 	� which correspond to all minimal elements ��
� of 	� In set theory� we call x

a minimal element of a set A if and only if ��� x � A� ��� x is a set� and ��� for every

other y � A� y �� x� These minimal elements are then used as a kernel to �nd the upper

bound of F�	�� F��	�� through a deterministic graph �de�ned below�� F��	� contains

all possible value sets which may be generated from 	� By F��	�� we derive some useful

properties for searching a minimal su�cient subset� Finally� the matching technique in

graph theory ��� is employed to develop an e�cient algorithm to achieve the goal�

��� Finding All Minimal Elements of �

Minimal elements are necessary and must be included in 	�� to ensure F�	� � F�	����

We prove all minimal elements are necessary in 	 by the following lemma� Notice that

quasi�duplicates are ignored here� They will be considered in the matching process to be

discussed in Section ��

Lemma ��� For a set of partial values 	 � f��� ��� � � � � �mg without quasi�duplicates� if

�k is a minimal element of 	 �i�e�� �i �� �k� 
i �� k�� then �k is necessary in 	�






Proof� We distinguish two cases 

Case �� m � �� Then we have 	 � f��g and F�	� �� �� But F�	 � f��g� � ��

Therefore� �� is necessary in 	�

Case �� m � �� If �i �� �k�
i �� k� then we have �i � �k �� ��
i �� k� Therefore�

there exists an interpretation� �� � �a��� a
�
�� � � � � a�k��� a

�
k��� � � � � a�m�� of 	 � f�kg�

such that a�i � �i � �k� 
 i �� k� That is� a�i �� �k� 
 i �� k� Because the value

set of �� is S�� �
S
� i ��k fa

�
ig� we have S�� � �k � �� But� for all interpretations�

�j � �a�j� a�j� � � � � akj� � � � � amj�� � � j � j �� j � j �� j � � � � � j �m j� of

	� we have akj � �k and the corresponding value sets S�j �
S
��i�mfaijg� That is�

akj � �S�j � �k� �� �� � � j � j �� j � j �� j � � � �� j �m j� which implies

S�j �� S���
j� Therefore� S�� � �F�	 � f�kg� � F�	�� �� �� which completes the proof�

�

We denote M�	� � f�k j �i �� �k� �i� �k � 	� 
i �� kg to be the set of all minimal

elements of 	 which contains no quasi�duplicates� Note that M�	� may be just a subset

of the set of all the necessary elements of 	� For example� if 	 � f�a�� �b�� �a� b�� �b� c�g then

M�	� � f�a�� �b�g� However� by De�nition ��
� �b� c� is also necessary in 	� In some cases�

M�	� contains all necessary elements of 	� For example� if 	 � f�a�� �b�� �a� b�g� then

M�	� � f�a�� �b�g contains all the necessary elements of 	� Besides� M�	� �� �� 
	 �� ��

If we consider a partial value �i to be subsumed by another partial value �j if �j � �i�

M�	� can be obtained from 	 by eliminating all subsumed partial values� In fact� all

minimal elements of 	 subsume the other non�minimal elements�

By Lemma ���� the following corollaries can be obtained�

Corollary ��� Any partial value of cardinality one in a set of partial values 	 is a

necessary element of 	�

Proof� Directly from Lemma ���� �

Corollary ��� If all the partial values in a set of partial values 	 have the same car�

dinality and there is no quasi�duplicate in 	� then M�	� � 	�

Proof� Directly from Lemma ���� �

�



Corollary ��� For all �i � 	�M�	�� 	 contains no quasi�duplicates� there exists an

element �j � M�	� such that �j � �i�

Proof� Since �i � 	 �M�	�� by Lemma ��� there exists at least an �x � 	� such that

�x � �i� Now we choose �x to have the minimum cardinality in 	� say �j� such that

�j � �i� That is� there is no element in 	 which is a proper subset of �j� Therefore� by

Lemma ���� �j must be an element of M�	�� That completes the proof� �

Since minimal elements of 	 cannot be eliminated� they will be used as a kernel

for �nding the upper bound of F�	�� F��	�� First of all� we identify M�	� by applying

Lemma ��� to 	� We summarize the procedure of �nding M�	� by the following procedure

Find All Minimal Elements�

Procedure Find All Minimal Elements �Finding M�	� of 	��

Input A set of partial values� 	� which contains no quasi�duplicates�

Output M�	��

�� M�	� � ��

�� for each �i � 	 do f

�� if �j �i j �� �� then M�	� � M�	� 	 f�ig� � Corollary ��� �

�� else f

�� minimal � true� � a �ag �

�� for each �j � 	� �j �� �i� do


� if ��j � �i � �� then f

�� minimal � false�

�� break� � exit the inner for loop �

�� g

��� if �minimal� then M�	� � M�	� 	 f�ig�

��� g

��� g

��� Output�M�	���

Recall that M�	� is de�ned on the set 	 which contains no quasi�duplicates� In other

words� if we want to apply Find All Minimal Elements to �nd a subset of necessary par�

�



tial values for an arbitrary 	� we need to eliminate all the quasi�duplicates in 	 �rst�

Therefore� Corollary ��� can be stated in a more general form as follows�

Corollary ��� For all �i � 	 �M�	�� there exists an element �j � M�	�� such that

�j � �i�

Proof� For an �i � 	�M�	�� we distinguish two cases 

Case �� �i is a quasi�duplicate of an �j � M�	�� Then ���i� � ���j� and �j � �i

holds�

Case �� �i is not a quasi�duplicate of any �j � M�	�� Then� by following the same

proof in Corollary ���� we have �j � �i and �j � �i holds� �

��� Finding the Upper Bound of F���

Based on M�	�� the upper bound of F�	��F��	�� can be derived by a deterministic

graph de�ned as follows�

Definition ��� A deterministic graph �DG� is denoted by a ��tuple �Q��� ��� where

Q is a �nite set of states�

� is a �nite input alphabet� and

� is a transition function mapping Q�� to Q� That is� ��q� a� is a state

for each state q and input symbol a�

A DG can be represented by a directed graph with the vertices of the graph corre�

sponding to the states of the DG� If there is a transition from state q to state p on input

a� then there is an arc labelled a from state q to state p in the directed graph�

To derive the upper bound of F�	�� we employ a DG �Q��� ��� with Q � F��	��� �S
��i�� �i� and � being de�ned as ��Si� aj� � Sk � F��	�� where Sk � Si 	 fajg�
Si �

F��	� and aj � �� Initially� we compute F�M�	�� by De�nition ��� and then work

toward F��	� by applying � to all the elements of F�M�	��� which iteratively generates

new states ��Si� aj��
Si � F�M�	�� and aj � �� These new states are used again to

generate other new states� Therefore� by repeating this process it will monotonically

increase the number of states� However� as 	 and � are all �nite� there exists a least 	xed

�



point ���� such that at that point no more new states can be generated� As a matter of

fact� the least �xed point is reached after � is generated as a new state� When the least

�xed point is reached� we have the maximum number of states which may be generated

from 	� Procedure Find Upper Bound of F�	� illustrates this process�

Procedure Find Upper Bound of F�	� �Finding the F��	���

Input M�	��

Output F��	��

�� Compute F�M�	�� by De�nition ����

�� Q � F�M�	���

�� repeat f

�� c � j Q j�

�� for each Si � Q do

�� for each aj � � do �! � �
S
��i�� �i !�


� Q � Q 	 f��Si� aj�g�

�� c� � j Q j�

�� g until �c �� c��� �! the least �xed point is reached !�

�� F��	� � Q�

��� Output�F��	���

The following example illustrates this process�

Example ��� Let 	 � f

��z �� �
�a� b��

��z �� �
�a� c��

��z �� �
�b� c��

��z �� �
�a� b� d��

��z �� �
�a� c� d�g then we have

M�	� � f

��z �� �
�a� b��

��z �� �
�a� c��

��z �� �
�b� c�g and F�M�	�� � ffa� bg� fa� cg� fb� cg� fa� b� cgg�

By the deterministic graph model� we can derive

F��	� � ffa� bg� fa� cg� fb� cg� fa� b� cg� fa� b� dg� fa� c� dg� fb� c� dg� fa� b� c� dgg�

Figure � depicts the DG �Q��� ��� where Q � F��	��� � fa� b� c� dg� and � is as shown

in the directed graph� Note that the shaded nodes are elements in F�M�	��� �

Lemma ��� For all 	�� M�	� � 	� � 	� F�	�� � F��	��

��



Figure � The Deterministic Graph of Example ����

Proof� Since M�	� � 	�� for any value set S� � F�	��� there exists an S � F�M�	��

such that S � S�� By 	� � 	� we have �� � 	��i��� �i � �� Therefore� by the procedure

Find Upper Bound of F�	�� for any S� � F�	�� we obtain S� � F��	�� That completes

the proof� �

Corollary ��� F�	� � F��	��

Proof� Directly from Lemma ��� when 	� � 	� �

��� Properties of a Set of Partial Values

In the following� we will show that for any 	�� M�	� � 	� � 	� F�M�	�� � F�	�� �

F�	� � F��	�� Figure � illustrates this�

Lemma ��� F�M�	�� � F�	� � F��	��

Proof� Since F�	� � F��	�� we only have to show that for any value set S � F�M�	��� S

is also in F�	�� Let M�	� � f���� �
�
�� � � � � ��kg and 	 � f���� �

�
�� � � � � ��k� �z �
M���

� �k��� �k��� � � � � �m� �z �
��M���

g�

where k � j M�	� j and m � j 	 j� By Corollary ���� for all �i� k " � � i � m�

there exists an ��j� � � j � k� such that ��j � �i� Therefore� for any interpreta�

tion �� � �a��� a
�
�� � � � � a�k� of M�	�� we can �nd a corresponding interpretation � �

�a��� a
�
�� � � � � a�k� ak��� ak��� � � � � am� for 	 such that ai � a�j if ��j � �i� Then the value

��



Figure � The Relationship among F�M�	���F�	���F�	�� and F��	��

set of �� will be equal to that of �� That is� for any S � F�M�	��� S is also in F�	��

That completes the proof� �

By Lemma ���� we conclude the following corollary�

Corollary ��
 For all 	�� M�	� � 	� � 	� F�M�	�� � F�	�� � F�	� � F��	��

Proof� We need to proveF�M�	�� � F�	�� and F�	�� � F�	�� The proof of F�M�	�� �

F�	�� is similar to that of Lemma ���� except that 	 is replaced by 	� and 	� �

f���� �
�
�� � � � � ��k� �z �
M���

� �k��� �k��� � � � � �l� �z �
���M���

g� where k � j M�	� j and l � j 	� j�

Also� the proof of F�	�� � F�	� is similar to that of Lemma ���� except that M�	�

is replaced by 	�� �

The following theorem states when M�	� can be used as a minimal su�cient subset

of 	�

Theorem ��� � � F�M�	�� if and only if F�M�	�� � F�	� � F��	��

Proof� If F�M�	�� � F�	� � F��	� then� by � � F��	�� we have � � F�M�	���

Conversely� by Lemma ��� we only have to show that F��	� � F�M�	�� if � �

F�M�	��� That is� for any value set S �� F�M�	��� we want to show that S �� F��	��

neither� By � � F�M�	��� we have S �� �� We now claim that there is an �i � M�	��

such that �i � � � S� If this is not true� then �j � S �� �� 
�j � M�	�� Let � be the

��



value set of an interpretation � � �a�� a�� � � � � ak� of M�	�� where k � j M�	� j� we can

obtain another interpretation� �� � �a��� a
�
�� � � � � a�k�� of M�	� by letting�

a�j � aj if aj � S� 
j � �� �� � � � � k
a�j � �j � S if aj � �� S� 
j � �� �� � � � � k�

Then� the value set of �� is S � F�M�	�� # a contradiction� Hence� the claim follows�

That is� for all the interpretations of M�	�� �j � �a�j� a�j� � � � � aij� � � � � akj�� where

k � j M�	� j� we have aij � �i � �� � S� and the corresponding value set S�j �S
��l�kfaljg �� S� Therefore� all the S�j � F�M�	�� contain an element of �� S� Recall

that F��	� is generated from F�M�	�� by the transition function �� which is de�ned as

��Si� aj� � Si 	 fajg� Si � F��	� and aj � �� Thus� by the de�nition of �� all the new

states generated from any value set in F�M�	�� contain an element of �� S� no matter

how many times the transition function � are applied� That is� S cannot be an element

of F��	�� Hence� F��	� � F�M�	�� and the theorem follows� �

Furthermore� we have the following theorem� It provides a more general property for

a minimal su�cient subset of 	�

Theorem ��� For all 	�� M�	� � 	� � 	� � � F�	�� if and only if F�	�� � F�	� �

F��	��

Proof� If F�	�� � F�	� � F��	� then� by � � F��	�� we have � � F�	���

Conversely� by Lemma ��� we only have to show that F��	� � F�	�� if � � F�	���

That is� for any value set S �� F�	��� we want to show that S �� F��	�� neither� By

� � F�	��� we have S �� �� Similar to the proof in Theorem ��� we can claim that there

is an �i � 	�� such that �i � �� S�

That is� for all the interpretations of 	�� �j � �a�j� a�j� � � � � aij� � � � � akj�� where k �j	� j�

we have aij � �i � �� � S� and the corresponding value set S�j �
S
��l�kfaljg �� S�

Therefore� all the S�j � F�	�� contain an element of � � S� which implies all the value

sets in F�M�	�� contain an element of � � S� Similar to the proof in Theorem ���� we

know S cannot be an element of F��	�� Hence� F��	� � F�	��� which completes the

proof� �

From Theorem ��� if � � F�M�	��� then the minimal su�cient subset of 	� 	��� is

M�	�� Theorem ��� provides another property to determine 	�� when � �� F�M�	���

��



i�e�� for a minimal subset of 	� 	�� where M�	� � 	�� and � � F�	�� then 	�� � 	��

Later� we will discuss how to �nd 	�� when � �� F�	��

��� Matching in a Graph

To e�ciently determine if � � F�M�	�� or � � F�	��� the bipartite matching technique

in graph theory can be used� In the following� some terminologies about a graph are given

����

A graph G is denoted G � �V�E�� where V � also denoted V �G�� is the set of vertices

and E� also denoted E�G�� is the set of edges in the graph� An edge �x� y� is said to join

the vertices x and y� If �x� y� � E then x and y are adjacent or neighboring vertices of G�

For any set S � V � we de�ne the neighbor set of S in G� denoted N�S�� to be the set of

all vertices adjacent to the vertices in S� Two edges that do not share a common vertex

are said to be independent� A set of pairwise independent edges is called a matching� A

matching of maximum cardinality in a graph G is called a maximum matching� Besides�

a bipartite graph G � �V�E� is one whose vertex set V can be partitioned into two subsets

X and Y � such that each edge in G joins a vertex in X and a vertex in Y � Finally� a

subgraph of G is any graph H such that V �H� � V �G� and E�H� � E�G��

Definition ��� Let S � fS�� S�� � � � � Sng be a family of sets and s � fs�� s�� � � � � smg�

The membership graph of S over s is a bipartite graph G � �V�E� � �X 	 Y�E�� where

X � s � fs�� s�� � � � � smg�

Y � S � fS�� S�� � � � � Sng� and

E � f�si� Sj� j si � Sj� � � i � m� � � j � ng�

Definition ��� For a bipartite graph G � �X 	 Y�E�� j X j � j Y j� we say that there

is a complete matching M from X to Y if there is a matching of cardinality j X j� that is�

each vertex in X is adjacent to a distinct vertex in Y�

The following two theorems can be used to determine whether � � F�M�	�� or

� � F�	��� where M�	� � 	� � 	�

Theorem ��� � � F�M�	�� if and only if� for the membership graph of M�	� over ��

G � �� 	M�	�� E�� there is a complete matching from � to M�	��

��



Proof� Let M � f�a�� ���� �a�� ���� � � � � �as� �s�g be a complete matching from � to M�	� �

f��� ��� � � � � �s� �s��� � � � � �kg in G � ��	M�	�� E�� where s �j� j and � � fa�� a�� � � � � asg�

Then we have ai � �i� � � i � s� Therefore� we can �nd an interpretation of M�	��

� � �a�� a�� � � � � as� as��� � � � � ak�� such that its value set S �
S
��i�kfaig � � � F�M�	���

Conversely� if � � fa�� a�� � � � � asg � F�M�	�� then there exists an interpretation

of M�	�� � � �a�� a�� � � � � as� as��� � � � � ak�� such that ai � �i� � � i � s� That is� M �

f�a�� ���� �a�� ���� � � � � �as� �s�g is a complete matching from � to M�	� in the membership

graph G � �� 	M�	�� E�� �

Theorem ��� For all 	�� M�	� � 	� � 	� � � F�	�� if and only if� for the membership

graph of 	� over �� G � �� 	 	�� E�� there is a complete matching from � to 	��

Proof� By replacing M�	� by 	�� the proof is the same as that of Theorem ���� �

In some cases� there may not exist a complete matching from � to 	 in the membership

graph G � ��		� E�� That is� � �� F�	�� In the following� we explore how to determine

	�� in this situation� We start with a useful lemma and an important theorem as follows�

Lemma ��� For all S � � and M�	� � 	� � 	� S �� F�	�� if and only if

� there is no complete matching from S to 	� in the membership graph of 	� over S�

G � �S 	 	�� E� or

� there exists an �i � 	�� such that �i � S � ��

Proof� We prove the following equivalence statement of this lemma For all S � � and

M�	� � 	� � 	� S � F�	�� if and only if

� there is a complete matching from S to 	� in the membership graph of 	� over S�

G � �S 	 	�� E� and

� for all �i � 	�� �i � S �� ��

Suppose M � f�a�� ���� �a�� ���� � � � � �as� �s�g� where s � j S j and S � fa�� a�� � � � � asg�

is a complete matching in G � �S 	 	�� E� and �i � S �� �� 
�i � 	�� Then choose

the interpretation �� � �a�� a�� � � � � as� as��� � � � � ak�� where k � j 	� j� of 	� such that

ai � �i � S� i � s " �� � � � � k� That is� S�� � S � F�	���

��



Conversely� if S � F�	�� then there is an interpretation �� � �a�� a�� � � � � as� as��� � � � � ak�

of 	�� such that ai � �i� � � i � s� and aj � �j � S �� �� s " � � j � k� That

is� M � f�a�� ���� �a�� ���� � � � � �as� �s�g is a complete matching in G � �S 	 	�� E� and

ai � ��i � S� �� �� � � i � k� �

Hall ���� has given a necessary and su�cient condition under which there exists a

complete matching M from X to Y for a bipartite graph G � �X 	 Y�E��

Theorem ��� �Hall ���� Let G � �X 	 Y�E� be a bipartite graph� then there exists a

complete matching from X to Y if and only if j N�S� j � j S j� 
S � X� where N�S� is

the neighbor set of S� �

If there is a matching M � f�a�� ���� �a�� ���� � � � � �as� �s�g� where s � j M j� in a

membership graph G � �� 	 	� E�� then denote M� �
S
��i�sfaig and M� �

S
��i�sf�ig�

The following theorem states how to determine 	�� when there does not exist a complete

matching from � to 	�

Theorem ��
 If M� is a maximum matching in the membership graph G � �� 	 	� E��

then F�M�	� 	M�
� � � F�	��

Proof� Denote 	� � M�	� 	M�
� � We distinguish two cases 

Case �� j M� j � j � j� That is� M� is a complete matching from � to 	� Since

M�	� � 	� � 	� by Theorem ��� and Theorem ���� we have F�	�� � F�	� � F��	��

Case �� j M� j 	 j � j� That is� there is no complete matching from � to 	�

Therefore� according to M� and 	�� � can be partitioned into M�
� and ��M�

� and 	 can

be partitioned into 	� and 	�	�� If 	�	� � � then 	� � 	� which impliesF�	�� � F�	�

and the theorem follows� In the following� we prove the case for 	 � 	� �� �� First of

all� we claim that it is impossible for G to have an edge �a� b� such that a � � �M�
�

and b � 	� 	�� Otherwise� a larger matching M�� � M� 	 f�a� b�g can be obtained �see

Figure ��� which violates that M� is a maximum matching� That is� for all ai � � �M�
�

and �j � 	� 	�� ai �� �j �

Since F�	�� � F�	�� we only have to show F�	� � F�	��� That is� for any S �� F�	���

we want to show that S �� F�	�� neither� For any S �� F�	��� we distinguish three cases

as follows� Note that S cannot be M�
� � for M�

� � F�	���

�




Figure � The Partitions of � and 	�

Case ���� S � M�
� � Since M� is also a complete matching in G� � �M�

� 	 	�� E���

by Theorem ��� we know that j N�S�� j � j S� j� for all S� � M�
� � That implies

j N�S�� j � j S� j� for all S� � S� Therefore� there exists a complete matching M � �M�

from S to 	� in the membership graph G� � �S 	 	�� E��� a subgraph of G�� Thus� by

Lemma ���� S �� F�	�� implies there must exist an �i � 	� such that �i �S � �� That is�

for all the interpretations of 	�� �j � �a�j� a�j� � � � � aij� � � � � akj�� where k �j 	� j� we have

aij � �i� aij �� S� and the corresponding value set S�j �
S
��l�kfaljg �� S� Therefore� all

the S�j � F�	�� contain an element aij �� S� which implies all the value sets in F�M�	��

contain an element aij �� S� Similar to the proof in Theorem ���� we know S cannot be

an element of F��	�� which implies S �� F�	��

Case ���� S � ��M�
� � We know that for all ai � � �M�

� and �j � 	� 	�� ai �� �j�

Therefore� S �� F�	�� since elements in 	�	� cannot contribute to any element of ��M�
� �

Case �
�� S �M�
� �� � and S � ���M�

� � �� �� By Lemma ���� for S �� F�	��� either

�a� There is no complete matching from S to 	� in the membership graph of 	� over S�

G� � �S 	 	�� E�� or

�b� There exists an �i � 	� such that �i � S � ��

If �a� holds� then j N�S�� j 	 j S� j in G� � �S 	 	�� E��� for some S� � S� which implies

S� ��M�
� � By Pigeonhole Principle ����� we can �nd S�� � S� such that S�� contains at least

��



two elements adjacent to only a common neighboring vertex �x � 	�� That is� j S�� j � �

and j N�S��� j � � in G� � �S 	 	�� E ��� Since S� ��M�
� � we have either

��� S�� � � �M�
� or

��� S�� �M�
� �� � and S�� � ���M�

� � �� ��

If ��� holds� then we also have j N�S��� j 	 j S�� j in G�� � �S 	 	� E ���� since 	 � 	�

contains no neighboring vertices of S��� That is� there is no complete matching from S to

	 in G��� By Lemma ���� S �� F�	��

If ��� holds� then we claim that there is only one elementx in S��� such that x � S���M�
� �

Otherwise� if there are more than one element in S�� � M�
� then j N�S��� j � �� which

violates j N�S��� j � �� Therefore� �x� �x� � M�� Besides� we also claim that x has

no neighboring vertices in 	 � 	�� Otherwise� suppose �y � �	 � 	�� is a neighboring

vertex of x� and y is any element in S�� � �� � M�
� �� then a larger matching M�� �

�M� � f�x� �x�g� 	 f�x� �y�� �y� �x�g� jM
�� j�jM� j " �� can be obtained �see Figure ���

That contradicts the assumption that M� is a maximum matching in G� Therefore�

j N�S��� j� � 	j S�� j is true in the graph G�� � �S 	 	� E ���� which implies there is no

complete matching from S to 	 in G��� Hence� S �� F�	��
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m m
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�
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�
�
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f�x� �x�g �M�
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m m
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f�x� �y�� �y� �x�g �M��

Figure � If �y � N�fxg� in G� then M� can be augmented into M��� which is impossible�

If �b� holds� then similar to the proof in Case ���� we have S �� F�	��

For all the cases discussed above� we conclude that for any S �� F�	��� S �� F�	��

neither� That is� F�	� � �	��� That completes the proof� �

��



� Finding a Minimum Su�cient Subset

Based on the properties discussed above� we develop an e�cient algorithm to derive 	�� in

this section� As we have shown in the previous section� the bipartite matching technique

plays an important role in our algorithm� Hopcroft and Karp ���� have developed an

O�n	��� algorithm� where n is the number of vertices� for �nding a maximum matching

in a bipartite graph� Due to this algorithm� Papadimitriou and Steiglitz ���� relate this

problem to the max��ow problem ��� for simple networks and prove that the matching

problem for bipartite graphs can be solved in O�j V j��� � j E j�� Given an initial

matching �including the empty matching�� this matching algorithm gradually augments

this matching until no augmentation can be obtained� Then� the resultant matching is a

maximum matching�

By giving an initial matching� this matching algorithm will be used as a procedure in

our algorithm as follows� Notice that a complete matching in a bipartite graph G is also

a maximum matching in G�

Algorithm ���  An Algorithm That Derives a Minimum Su�cient Subset of 	� 	���

Input� A Set of Partial Values� 	�

Output� A Minimum Su�cient Subset of 	� 	���

�� � �
S
��i�� �i�

�� Eliminate all quasi�duplicates of 	 and denote the resultant set 	��

�� Call Find All Minimal Elements�	��� which returns M�	���

�� Find a maximum matching M� in the membership graph G � �� 	M�	��� E�

by giving an empty matching as the initial matching�

�� If �jM� j �� j � j� then f �! Theorems ��� and ��� !�

�� 	�� � M�	���


� Output�	���� Stop�

�� g else f

�� Find a maximum matching M�� in the membership graph G� � �� 	 	� E�

by giving M� as the initial matching to ensure the minimality�

�



�� 	�� � M�	�� 	M��
� � �! Theorem ��� !�

��� Output�	���� Stop�

��� g

Note that to ensure 	�� to be minimal� M� must be given as the initial matching when

�nding M�� in Step �� That ensures M�
� � M��

� � Notice that M� is not necessary

a subset of M��� For example� in the following �gure� M� � f�a�� b��g and M�� �

f�a�� b��� �a�� b��g� However� M� ��M�� but M�
� �M��

� �

m m

m m

a�

a�

b�

b�
�
�
�
���

�
�
��

��

M�

m m

m m

a�

a�

b�

b�
�
�
�
����
�
�
���

�
�
�
��R�
�
�
��I

M��

In the following� we present an example to show how the algorithm works�

Example ��� Let 	 � f

��z �� �
�a� b��

��z �� �
�b� c��

��z �� �
�a� c��

��z �� �
�a� c��

��z �� �
�a� b� c��

��z �� �
�a� c� d�g� We want to �nd 	��

such that F�	� � F�	���� By the algorithm� we obtain � � fa� b� c� dg and 	� �

f

��z �� �
�a� b��

��z �� �
�b� c��

��z �� �
�a� c��

��z �� �
�a� b� c��

��z �� �
�a� c� d�g in Steps � and �� respectively� After Step �� we de�

rive M�	�� � f

��z �� �
�a� b��

��z �� �
�b� c��

��z �� �
�a� c�g� After �nding a maximum matching in the mem�

bership graph G � �� 	 M�	��� E�� we have one of the possible maximum matching

M� � f�a�

��z �� �
�a� b��� �b�

��z �� �
�b� c��� �c�

��z �� �
�a� c��g� This can be illustrated by Figure ��a�� The shaded

nodes in Figure ��a� are elements of M�
� � Because the cardinalities of M� and � are not

identical� we continue to �nd another maximum matching in G� � ��		� E� by giving M�

as the initial matching� This produces M�� � f�a�

��z �� �
�a� b��� �b�

��z �� �
�b� c��� �c�

��z �� �
�a� c��� �d�

��z �� �
�a� c� d��g�

which implies M��
� � f

��z �� �
�a� b��

��z �� �
�b� c��

��z �� �
�a� c��

��z �� �
�a� c� d�g� Figure ��b� depicts this� The shaded

nodes in Figure ��b� are elements of M��
� �

Therefore�

	�� � M�	�� 	M��
� � f

��z �� �
�a� b��

��z �� �
�b� c��

��z �� �
�a� c��

��z �� �
�a� c� d�g�

A computation of F�	� and F�M�	�� 	M��
� � veri�es the result 

��



Figure � �a� The Maximum Matching M� �b� The Maximum Matching M���

F�	� � F�M�	�� 	M��
� �

� ffa� bg� fa� cg� fb� cg� fa� b� cg�fa� b� dg� fa� c� dg� fb� c� dg� fa� b� c� dgg�
�

The procedure Find All Minimal Elements takes O�n��� where n �j 	� j� to generate

M�	��� Therefore� the time complexity of the algorithm is dominated by the proce�

dure for �nding a maximum matching� That is� the time complexity of the algorithm is

O�j V j��� � j E j�� where j V j � j � j " j 	 j and j E j �
P
��i�� j �i j� In

the worst case� this complexity is O�n	���� where n � j V j� Note that in this algorithm

we do not need to generate F��	� by Find Upper Bound of F�	��

� An Extension on Multi�Attribute Projections

In general� a projection may involve more than one attribute in a relation� To cope with

the redundant tuple elimination under this case� the following de�nition is given�

Definition ��� The cartesian product �a ���b of the partial values �a � �a�� a�� � � � � am�

and �b � �b�� b�� � � � � bn� is the partial value �a
�b with ���a
�b� being a set of the ordered

pairs �ai� bj� for every ai � �a and bj � �b�

Example ��� The cartesian product �a ���b of the partial values �a � �a� b� c� and �b �

�x� y� is the partial value �a
�b with ���a
�b� � f�a� x�� �a� y�� �b� x�� �b� y�� �c� x�� �c� y�g� That

��



is� �a
�b � ��a� x�� �a� y�� �b� x�� �b� y�� �c� x�� �c� y��� �

Let the result of a projection �A��A������Am�R�� m � �� be as Figure ��a� depicts�

Then the relation �A��A������Am�R� can be regarded as a relation �A�A����Am�R� with the

�A��A������Am�R�
A� A� � � � Am

��� ��� � � � �m�

��� ��� � � � �m�
���

���
� � �

���
��n ��n � � � �mn

�a�

�A�A����Am�R�
A�A� � � �Am

��� ����� �� � � � ���m�

��� ����� �� � � � ���m�
���

��n ����n �� � � � ���mn

�b�

Figure � Two Equivalent Relations �a��A� �A������Am�R� and �b��A�A����Am�R��

single attribute A�A� � � �Am� Since if the �true� value of a tuple of �A��A� �����Am�R��

��j� ��j� � � � � �mj � is the m�tuple �a�� a�� � � � � am�� ai � �ij� where ai is the �true� value

of �ij� then the �true� value of ��j 
��j 
����
�mj is also �a�� a�� � � � � am�� and vice versa� We

know that a tuple of �A��A������Am�R�� ��j� ��j� � � � � �mj � can be considered as a tuple of

�A�A����Am�R� with attribute value ��j 
��j 
����
�mj � ��j ����j �� � � � ���mj � That is� the rela�

tions �A��A������Am�R� and �A�A����Am�R� are semantically equivalent and can be transformed

to each other� Figure � illustrates this� By this transformation� a one�attribute relation

can always be obtained and Algorithm ��� works as before�

� Conclusions and Discussions

Partial values have been used to represent imprecise data in databases� Data imprecision

may come from their unavailability or data�schema incompatibilities in a multidatabase

system� We have studied some extended algebraic operations on partial values �������� In

this paper� we further consider the problem of eliminating redundant partial values which

may result from a projection on an attribute with partial values� Our work provides a

more concise answer for users and reduces the communication cost when partial values are

requested to be transmitted from one site to another site in a distributed environment�

��



Therefore� our work also contributes to query optimization in a distributed database

system�

By the notion of interpretations over a set of partial values� we de�ne necessary and

redundant partial values� We then proceed to �nd a subset of the necessary partial values�

which is the set of all minimal elements of 	� and derive properties for a set of partial

values� In addition� the problem of searching a minimal su�cient subset of 	� 	��� is

converted into a bipartite graph matching problem� Based on the properties of partial

values� we develop an e�cient algorithm to �nd 	�� and eliminate the redundant subset

	�	��� A very interesting duality in our algorithm is that searching a minimal su�cient

subset in a set of partial values can be achieved by �nding a maximum matching in a

bipartite membership graph�

Notice that for the union of two sets of partial values� 	� and 	�� our work can be

employed as follows� Firstly� all members of 	� and 	� are collected together to form

another set 	� Then� apply our work to eliminate redundant elements in 	�

Imieli$nski and Vadaparty ��
����� pointed out that if partial values are allowed to

occur in databases� the data complexity of query processing jumps from PTIME to CoNP

���� However� there also exist some types of queries which have PTIME complexity ��
��

Our ongoing studies on the query processing over partial values intend to discover more

PTIME algorithms from algebraic point of view� In our recent work �������� we found

the division �by restricting the divisor to be de�nite� and some aggregate operations over

partial values#min� max� and count#can be done in PTIME�
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